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Bounding Volume Hierarchy Acceleration

► First acceleration structure in 
VecGeom with support for both 
CPU and GPU

► Optimized for HEP geometry 
corner cases, using Surface Area 
Heuristic (SAH) algorithm for better 
quality BVH (S. Hageböck)

► Ported to Geant4 as potential 
alternative to G4VoxelNavigator
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Simple Prototype 
in OpenGL
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► Initialization: boxes of random 
sizes, positions, and orientations 
inside a unit cube centered at 
the origin

► Compute AABB for each box

► Construct top-down BVH

► Shoot rays and check with which 
boxes it intersects

► Optionally highlight all 
intersections along the ray, for 
debugging/testing
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Surface Area Heuristic (SAH) Algorithm
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Initial splitting algorithm, no subdivisions. SAH correctly computes subdivisions.



Performance of BVH Navigator in VecGeom

12test/XRayBenchmarkFromROOTFile test/cms2015.root MUON y 500



G4Navigation needs 
Code Refactoring

This is screaming for an abstract 

base class, but due to this sort of 

switch statement appearing in 

several places in Geant4 geometry 

with slight variations, so it’s not 

easy to refactor the code without 

invasive changes.
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hint

slow

G4Navigator.cc



G4LogicalVolume + 
G4VoxelNavigation

G4LogicalVolume closely linked 

with G4VoxelNavigator. Needs a 

generalization of per-volume data 

for acceleration structures to be 

able to add BVH without 

extending G4LogicalVolume to 

also have a pointer to a BVH. 

Currently have a “BVHStore” so 

that no changes are needed in 

G4LogicalVolume.
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G4LogicalVolume.hh



Integration of BVH 
classes into Geant4

Added a new interface class called 

G4VNavigation with common interface 

for all navigator types and modified most 

navigators to inherit from it.

Adapted BVH implementation from 

VecGeom and added it to Geant4.

Added a few changes to forcibly replace 

G4VoxelNavigator with BVH for testing 

purposes.
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Needs
more
work

Mostly 
fine to 
merge



Validation and Performance of BVH in Geant4
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► Validated by tracing particles from center of 
CMS geometry outward in all directions, and 
checking that steps and safeties are identical
to the current navigators (Normal & Voxel)

► Since full integration into Geant4 requires 
invasive changes in multiple places in Geant4 
geometry classes, this task has been given a 
lower priority

► Performance comparable to G4VoxelNavigator 
for a CMS simulation (speedup of <1%). Tracing 
geantinos is 8.4% faster with BVH (init excluded)

► Memory cost: 452MB → 456MB for CMS



Flamegraphs
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G4Navigator + G4VoxelNavigation → 28.2% of runtime

G4Navigator + G4BVHNavigation → 27.2% of runtime



Treemap
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https://amadio.web.cern.ch/geant4/performance-reports/BVH/


Summary

► BVH implementation from VecGeom is working inside Geant4

● Uses native Geant4 navigation functionality

● G4BVHNavigator needs further work to support replicas and parameterized volumes

● Can use BVH for normal volumes and voxel navigator for the rest with current implementation

● Proper integration needs more code refactoring of core geometry classes

► Performance is comparable to G4VoxelNavigator for a full detector simulation

● Not worth investing a lot of time for a small gain in performance

● Performance benefit of BVH more visible with volumes with lots of children

● Detector geometries have many logical volumes with only a few children, which limits benefit
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Backup
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Number of Children per Logical Volume (CMS)
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Number of Children per Logical Volume (ATLAS)

22Note: 4 volumes have between 1k and 10k children in ATLAS, and 4 volumes have more than 10k. Excluded to avoid squishing data to the left.


